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Today is Bible Sunday.  I’ve had a quick count of the 
number of bibles in our house and I’ve got to 18.  
I’ve also got access to an electronic version on my 
laptop.  You might have one or two in your house 
too but what do we know about the bible?  

Facts about the Bible. 

Here are some statements about the bible. Which 
do you think are true and which are not true? 

1. The bible comprises of 66 books divided into 2 
sections the Old Testament (what happened 
before Jesus was born) and the New 
Testament (Jesus’ birth and what happened 
after).  There are 39 books in the Old 
Testament and 27 in the New Testament. 

2. The bible was written by about 40 different 
authors over a long period of time.  All of the 
writings were compiled into one book by the 
leaders of the church about 1700 years ago.     

3. There are more than 185 songs in the Bible.  
Some of the other writings are rules.  Some of 
the writings are poetry.  Some are letters. 

4. The whole Bible has been translated into 700 
languages.  As it’s thought that there are over 
7,000 languages in the world, this means that 
only 10% of languages have a bible.  

5. The Bible is the best-selling book in the world 
every year. 

So, which of the statements do you think are true?  
Actually, all of them are true.   

How much do we appreciate our bibles? 

All the facts are amazing and some surprising but a 
more important question is whether we appreciate 
our bibles enough.  Well, just as one example, let’s 
have a go at looking at the passage from 2 Timothy 
a little bit closer. 

2 Timothy chapter 3 verse 14 to chapter 4 verse 5 

It’s perhaps best to start by understanding that 
Paul is writing this letter to Timothy, a friend and a 
younger man with an important responsibility of 
looking after a group of new Christians forming part 
of the early church. Paul is writing this letter from 
his second imprisonment in Rome and Paul is not 
expecting that he will live much longer.  (In fact, it’s 
believed that Paul is martyred in Rome around 64 
AD.)  This second imprisonment is very different to 
the first.  During his first imprisonment he is 

thought to have been put under house arrest, so to 
speak, so this came with some privileges.  He still 
has access to a circle of friends and resources such 
as books and parchments.  This second arrest came 
suddenly and he had no time to gather anything to 
take with him.  This time he has been arrested as a 
criminal and he is flung into a Roman dungeon.   

So, this letter is really poignant and it’s worth 
reading the whole letter with this thought in mind.  
The letter is very personal.  He mentions over 20 
other people by name.  He wants to pass on his 
wisdom whilst he can, thinking only of those he is 
shortly to leave behind. He wants those who read 
this letter to understand what they need to do and 
how they can endure the difficult times ahead of 
them. 

In the third chapter Paul particularly wants to 
impress on them how to stand firm and strong.  
Paul wants his friends to fight on effectively with a 
life lived in a godly way and strengthened by the 
words of scripture.  

Paul mentions four things which make scripture, 
inspired by God, useful.  For teaching, for reproof, 
for correction and for training.  In scripture there is 
both encouragement and warning.  With scripture 
in your hand, you have a God-given instrument 
designed to thoroughly equip you to complete 
God’s work.  Scripture, or to use the word we 
would more normally use today, the bible, has a 
very powerful place in equipping people for the 
ministry to which God calls them. 

The treasure we have 

So, what can we take personally from this passage 
today?  In this passage Paul reminds Timothy of the 
influence of his mother and grandmother on his 
faith.  Perhaps today, as we think about our first 
memories of the Bible, we can thank God for those 
who read the bible to us and introduced us to some 
of its riches.  The passage also reminds us that the 
bible is a shared resource and we discover more 
about the bible as we are part of the community of 
the church and study it together. 

Making sense of the Bible is no easy matter – it is 
the journey of a lifetime. And let’s be honest, there 
are plenty of disagreements over scriptural 
interpretation. Truth is more elusive than we would 
like. There is a two-way process of questioning: we 
question the Scriptures, and they question us and 
as we do this we grow in our faith.  Finally, it is good 
to remember how the Bible has sustained people 
down the ages.  Take some time today to think 



about how the bible has inspired and comforted 
you and how you might share your experience with 
others to encourage them to read the bible more. 

Summary 

All of this we got by looking at one short passage 
for just a few minutes in a bit more detail.  There is 
so much more to discover about the bible.  But, if 
we’re to get more out of the Bible there’s just one 
last thing to remember – we have to read it!   

God sends us on a journey of faith, 
to search for everlasting treasure. 
God provides us with a treasure map in the form of 
the Bible. 
God sends us companions on our journey, 
in the form of people of faith. 
God travels with us, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 
We have all we need; all we have to bring 
 is willingness and courage. 
Are we ready? Then let the adventure begin! 
Amen. 


